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Make Your
Voice Heard!

Wise Leaders Needed
by The Echo Team

W

e usually don’t make our voices heard, preferring to save our ink
for the wiser voices of our neighbors on the streets. However,
dear friends, something is very wrong with our country and with
our city, and we need to say something.
Many of you have, no doubt, seen references in the media decrying our
loss of civility. You may say this is not new and in some respects you would
be correct, but we think something else is at work; something much more
ominous. Please consider the following:
The United States has dropped below the “democracy threshold” (+6) on
the POLITY scale in 2020 and is now considered an anocracy (+5); the lowest
score since 1860, the year before the start of the Civil War.
https://www.systemicpeace.org/polity/P5UnitedStates2020.pdf
https://www.systemicpeace.org/

We don’t pretend to have the vision or wisdom to foresee what this portends,
but what we have seen in our city worries us a great deal. We have extended
our sympathetic imagination attempting to understand the motivation
behind these actions, but our powers have failed us. For example:
1. The dedicated and thoughtful citizen-servants of our school boards
have been threatened and verbally assaulted by zealots upset that board
members actually put science before ideology. Many of these dedicated
citizen-servants have since been replaced and our children will pay the price.
2. Some in our City Council seem to have decided that ideological purity and
a candidate’s view on masking and vaccinations are absolute disqualifications
for membership in their club. Moreover, consideration of what the residents
of a district might actually want in their council respresentative did not seem
particularly important to some sitting members. Astounding and very telling.
3. Even more disturbing was the behavior of one City Council member at
a recent El Paso County Board of Health meeting. It seemed not to matter
to this Council Member that the health professionals in attendance were
mocked and ridiculed by the noise-making zealots in the crowd. In many
ways he inspired the attacks by his own disrespectful demeanor toward the
board members; shameful, unbecoming conduct from a community leader.
It also disturbed us very much to see one enraged crowd member warn
the board members that “blood would be on their hands” because they
approved a rather mild statement recommending vaccinations as a prudent
preventive measure for protection against COVID-19.

(We hope the security staff and CSPD made note of that incident.)
4. Our last concern is the most alarming of all because it reveals something
very disturbing about the character of some of our leaders. A few members
of our City Council and the Board of County Commissioners have mounted
an attack on the public library for reasons beyond our understanding. Do
they think it will enhance their standing in the community? It won't!
This is the public library for God's sake! If that doesn’t disturb you, nothing
will. We recall Heine's quote on book burning and shudder. Fahrenheit 451?
We fervently hope that our elected officials will act with greater wisdom and
prudence than they have shown so far. Is it too much to ask them to work
to bring us together as a community rather than stoke the fires of anger and
discontent thinking they will benefit from this discord? Now, more than
ever, we need good and wise leaders in our community. (Proverbs 4).
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We Remember!
Randall Balkham
Todd Barnes
Neal Baumeister
Amy Beard
William (Alan) Beller
Robert (Bob) Brelsford
Kathy Brewton
Sierra Brodman
Peter Brown
Patrick Bruno
Joseph Bryant
Richard Burrell
Kevin Cianfichi
Kyle Coleman
Ezekiel (Zeke) Conley
Glenn Cooper
John Corbin
Henry Coulter
Daniel (Dan) Cox
Dean Daenzer
Kevin Davis
Larry Dixon
Michael Dukes
Timothy Eckholt
Chris England
Michael Epley
Connie Feeney
Shawna Feist
Jerry Flores
William Foster
Jamie Alex Fry
Bryan Gamble
Brandon Gilmore
Michael Gonzales
Michael Gordon
Mekonah Gregory
Mark Gritton
Chad Hall
Steve Handen
Aaron Hanley
Robert (Bob) Hocking
Leonard Iwan
William James
Carlos Armando Jimenez
Isaiah Juvero
Mark Krell
Danny Lafever
Raelene Larson

Brandon Lee
Brenton Martorana
Cassandra May
Amy McManus
Mark McMillan
Michael McSweeney
Shawn Meehan
Gabriel Mestas
Darrell Missinger
Mindy Monaco
Chaz Moore
Antony Murray
James Nall
Joel Newton
Paul Nichols
Mary Colleen O'Keefe
William O'Shea
Orlando Olmos
Media Pate
Robert Postlewait
Christopher Protz
Scott Repp
James Reynolds
Jay Rhodemyre
James Ross
Bryan Schreck
Carrie Sims
Rebecca Smith
Steve Soete
Shawn Standridge
Jeremiah Stephens
Michael Strong
Cody Taylor
Jayson Thomas
Spencer Thomas
Kenneth Torgerson
Wesley Travis
Thomas Trefry
Albert Wallace
Nicholas Watson
Joshua Welch
Tony Wilson
Leonna Winter
Dawn Woodring
Tina Wright
Michael Yauch
Source: The Longest Night Program

“It is better to light one
candle than curse the
darkness.”

- Anonymous Ann

The Longest Night - The Longest Darkness
by Father Ron

Tonight, we enter the longest darkness
We wait together for promised light.
We wait to clearly see the meaning of life
As we remember the deaths of our sisters and brothers.
Tonight, our memories recall
Steve Handen, our brother, who stood on this ground
For so many years, inviting us to become light,
So that others may be warmed by our fire.
He challenges us still to breathe deeply into
The justice we long for, the hope
That awakens in the darkness.
Tonight, we breathe the mystery of life.
We see our breath in the cold
And we hear our words of grief
That come from quivering lips.
Our shallow breaths hold sustained grief.
Tonight, in long darkness, we weep,
For our nameless who died alone.
For our neighbors who died without comfort, care, or affection.
For our people whose stories were not known to us.
For our sisters who huddled under doorways, fearful of being raped.
For our brothers who were too mentally ill to cry out their need.
For our friends who curled up near campfires to stay warm as cold slayed them.
For the stranger who huddled under a bridge taking his last breath.
For people who starved to death.

Let us pray:
God, beyond our imagining
Receive our dead,
Embrace every soul,
Recall on your lips the names we know not,
Save a place at your table,
For our sisters and brothers who were not welcome in our world.
Hold forever our hearts that grieve,
And receive us all home.
In the words of Psalm 17:
Keep me as the apple of your eye,
Hide me in the shadow of your wings.
But I in justice shall behold your face.
On waking I shall be content in your presence.
Amen

Rev. Ronald Patrick Raab, CSC, serves as pastor of Sacred Heart Parish in
Old Colorado City, Colorado Springs, CO.

For a mother who died because she could not afford healthcare.
For a brother who could not tame his inner voices of suicide.
For our adults who were abused as children and never recovered.
For our brothers who carried their belongs on their backs and died of exhaustion.
For those who closed their eyes for the last time never seeing justice or
tenderness.
For those who died of fright, whose bodies never relaxed on earth.
For our brothers who died on the street corner in daylight.
For acquaintances who drank themselves to death in a cold tent.
For our sisters who never found love.

For our brother who died covered in feces and filth after years of depression.

For our neighbors murdered in homeless camps.
For our brother who died of bladder cancer without a change of clothing.
For a friend who died waiting for a tender lover.
For our brothers who found acceptance at the end of needles.
For those who waited for a second chance and died in regret.
For over ninety marginalized human beings who died this year in Colorado
Springs.
For thousands of people in our nation who will not be remembered in darkness
or daylight.
So, we huddle at this columbarium.
The loose ends of life are not ours to tie up.
The uncertainty of tomorrow is not ours to control.
The loss we know in grief cannot be measured or healed.
The love we experience here opens light for our future.
Tonight, we grieve as lovers.
We hope because every breath matters.
We love because we stand on the shoulders of those who loved us.
We work diligently because love is imbedded within us.
Love rouses hope.
Hope ignites justice.
Justice brings us to dignified life.
And life is beautiful.

And now these three remain:
faith, hope, and love.
But the greatest of these is love.
1 Corinthians 13:13
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PEOPLE'S PANEL ON HOUSING
Green New Deal for Housing: How to Fix Housing in Colorado Springs

Make Your Voices Heard!
Now is the Time!

HOSTS: Colorado Springs Democratic Socialists of America
LOCATION: Knights of Columbus Hall at Penrose Library
WHEN: January 29th at 11a.m.

BONUS: Food and refreshments will be available, as well as personal supplies.

C

olorado Springs could be a great city. Should. There are many things
about it that are great. Fresh mountain air and grand mountain vistas
make the Springs a beautiful place to live, attracting individuals and
families in pursuit of a better life. However, many things about the city aren’t
great. Many that grew up here or moved here have suffered due to a lack of
affordable housing. The 2021 Point-in-Time Survey estimates there are 1,156
people facing homelessness in the City of Colorado Springs. (1) Perpetually
increasing rent has priced out many working class people. As of the end of
September 2021, the average rent in the Springs has increased to $1495.71,
an increase of 17% since that time last year. (2)
The City of Colorado Springs could do a lot more to help. Should. It’s worth
noting, the city has made commendable progress in building new units. In
a recent housing commission hearing, the city stated they met their goal
of building 1000 new units in the city. However, most of these “affordable”
units are inaccessible to someone currently unhoused. In order for the City
Council to effectively address the housing crisis, the conversation needs to be
shifted to targeting root causes of homelessness which result from the City’s
willingness to please private real estate developers looking to extract profit
from renters.

more opportunities to get a job as well as access mental health and addiction
counseling.
Colorado Springs will be receiving $6.2 million in federal recovery funds.
Green New Deal for Colorado Springs will seek to pressure the City Council
to use those funds for the purchase of unused buildings to be retrofitted into
quality, truly low-cost housing with rent caps for those who need it most. The
city should also provide access to counseling and job placement support to
those living in the retrofitted units.

If you would like to learn more about the goals of the
Green New Deal for Housing in Colorado Springs, we will
be hosting a public event to spread awareness about the
campaign.
The People’s Panel will be a forum for unhoused and
working class folks to make their voices heard. We will
spark group discussions about the housing crisis, then
pass around a microphone so we can share our stories.

“Solutions” put forth by the city are either not enough or actively harm people
without a home. Currently, there are a total of five shelters available to those
facing homelessness. These organizations and the people that work there are
committed to helping people, but these shelters are not enough. Capacity We’d love to have you there with us! When people unite
is not high enough, and those who don’t get in line early enough are out of together in solidarity, we can achieve amazing things.
luck. Furthermore, unhoused folks camping out for the night are often met
with brutality at the hands of CSPD. In the proposed 2022 budget, CSPD is set
to receive over $150 million while homeless shelters only receive a half million.
(3) Some of this money should be divested away from policing and instead 1. Koen, A. (2021, August 25). Updated homeless population estimate released. KOAA.
invested into providing permanent housing for those currently unhoused.
Retrieved December 20, 2021, from https://www.koaa.com/news/covering-colorado/
The Colorado Springs branch of the Democratic Socialists of America has
launched a Green New Deal for Housing to hopefully make our city one which
understands and acts upon the fact that Housing is a Human Right. Our goals
include the City Council adopting Housing First policies. Housing First policies
are ones which focus upon getting people stable housing before anything
else. If someone has a permanent, high quality place to live, they will have
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updated-homeless-population-estimate-released

2. Laden, R. (2021, November 18). Colorado Springs' average apartment rents skyrocket
to historic levels. The Gazette. Retrieved December 20, 2021, from https://gazette.
com/premium/colorado-springs-average-apartment-rents-skyrocket-to-historic-levels/
article_3e8db858-4815-11ec-9df3-2f62a64b8a33.html
3. City of Colorado Springs. (2021, October 4). Annual Budget 2022.

Gratitude & Grace

BUS BEAT

This is my 3rd Christmas at Greenway Flats.

Give Me Shelter

by Tom Noonan

By Cindy Lund

This will be my best by far.
Why? I'm much stronger.
I've had over 150 therapy sessions.
When you grow as a human, your world becomes clearer.
I don't need anything.
No Christmas gifts required.
The most precious gift is my apartment.
Where my day starts and ends.

HOUSING FIRST!
ABOUT DSA

•

The Democratic Socialists of America (DSA) is the
largest socialist organization in the United States, with
over 92,000 members and chapters in all 50 states.

•

The DSA believes that working people should run
both the economy and society democratically to meet
human needs, not to make profits for a few.

•

The DSA is a political and activist organization, not a
party.

•

Through campus and community based chapters,
DSA members use a variety of tactics, from legislative
to direct action, to fight for reforms that empower
working people.

•

Medicare for All. Health care is a huge segment of
the American economy and health care access is a
deeply and widely felt need. In a democratic socialist
system, people would collectively provide care as a
society. Medicare for All is a stepping stone towards
that vision.

•

Strong Labor Movement. The current system pits
people against each other and workplaces are
fundamentally authoritarian unless workers can selforganize and build collective power. This is why people
build unions, and why employers undermine them.
Learn more about the Colorado Springs Chapter of the
DSA here:
Webpage. https://www.cosdsa.org/
Email: cospringsdsa@gmail.com

“Ooh, Ooh, Ooh, Ooh, Ooh, a storm is threatening..”

R

ecently, The Independent featured an article on the challenges
of living in a car. As immigrants often say, “Only in America.”
Throughout the world, automobiles are seen as luxury items, with
the exception of the United States, where cars are considered essential.
Poverty varies from place to place and living in your car is definitely a
sign of poverty in our society with many valid reasons as noted in The
Independent article.
In Colorado Springs the other day, we experienced single digit
temperatures. With bus service reduced to minimal and many buses
still on hourly frequency, this presents many reasons not to venture out
into the cold. What if we used our buses as shelter to improve our
transportation system and community overall?
Beginning with the Citadel Mall, a major transfer station, a warm bus
idling will provide shelter to riders while waiting for buses and those
frequently missed transfers which require being in the elements.
Furthermore, a bus with a restroom will provide a safe, clean restroom.
Our city has been studying a new bus terminal for over twenty years
and spent more than a million dollars doing so. Despite time and money
spent, we still don’t have a groundbreaking date for a new terminal.
Rather than conduct another study, why not provide a bus to warm
riders waiting for the bus?
This can be expanded to other locations as well. People living on the
streets need our compassion and support rather than harassment and
condemnation. Finding a clean restroom without having to purchase
something first is difficult downtown and throughout many areas of
our city. Parking an attended bus will provide both shelter and a clean
restroom.
Will people abuse these buses with trash and vandalism? Perhaps, but
most likely not, if the buses are attended by two people. Yes, paying
the attendants will cost money. Of course, we are spending 500 million
in infrastructure improvements to accommodate the arrival of Amazon.
Jeff Bezos receives a red carpet for creating jobs. Why not some support
for the workers as well? Part of the matrix for Amazon selecting sites
is the quality of public transportation. Funding for Mr. Bezos needs to
be balanced by funding for the working poor, people living in their cars,
and on the streets.
“If I don’t get some shelter…Ooh, yeah, I’m gonna fade away…”
In considering the poor in our community, remember that approximately
half of those living in poverty are children. Furthermore, women, people
with disabilities, and minorities are grossly overrepresented below the
poverty line. Now, is the the time, to create a public transportation
system that eliminates the necessity of owning and maintaining a car
and allow people to devote limited resources to housing.
In the song “Gimme Shelter” the consequences of poverty are spelled
out clearly. Basically, poverty creates violence. Rather than continuing
to go down the same road of continued accommodation of automobiles,
make changes now to fund and improve public transit to help people
find their way into safe, affordable housing.
“I tell you love, sister…”
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Luna

T

by Richard Cordova

Luna came into our lives as a puppy. She
actually belonged to a close female friend of
mine, but me and another close male friend
devoted time to teaching Luna. We were
compelled to do this because of the love
and experiences we've had with beloved
dogs all of our lives.

by Cowboy

EVERYONE knows I'm homeless; I'm
okay with that.

his is a story of families on the streets
that have made man's best friend a
part of their life. The title of this story
carries the name of an extremely intelligent
female dog; Luna - my friend.

EVERYDAY I watch the world change
some things for the better; many for the
worse..
EVERYTIME I watch pain in our community; I pray...
EVERY VEHICLE I wonder if that family
has a house to put a tree in; or are they
living in it like me; and my friends....

Richard Cordova

Luna is part of our street family. She was taken
away for a short time, and when returned she was spayed.

This animal, at times, like so many other street dogs, has bitten to defend her
family. When I was young, any dog that bit a human was put down because,
the reasoning went, that dog would lust for the taste of blood more and more
and would display greater and greater aggression over time.
A friend once said to me there are no dumb dogs only stupid dog owners or
dog trainers. With this in mind, it is clear that as a person's family environment
differs, the animal's behavior in that environment will also differ. When a
situation evolves that isn't "normal," our dogs react as man's best friend and
will support, protect, and defend us as the situation warrants.
Street life is dangerous with violent people everywhere. Yet, our animals
have adapted to the violence. Because of the family training and love many of
these animals receive, there are quite a few that are as loving and obedient
as a professionally trained dog.
Luna frequents the parks and also has many dog friends. She is dominant
with most, but only in a playful manner.
I wish I could list all the incredible dogs
and families I have known because
the stories are endless. I also want to
remember dogs that have come and
gone. Sadly, Luna's mother was hit by a
car and killed. I have known many street
dogs that are now gone. So, I say, if it's
true that all dogs go to heaven, even the
ones who bite will be there. (I can't say
the same of my fellow man.)
It is said that when the moon is full,
people and animals alike may change. So,
remember, on the night when the moon is full and you hear the howl of a dog
in the distance, it might be Luna and her friends watching over those of us
living together on the streets.
From all of us, a SPECIAL THANK YOU TO STREET PETS for the love you give
us and for the soothing comfort you provide our troubled souls.
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Keepin' It Real - 719

EVERY MOMENT I wonder how many
people we are adding to the homeless
population due to loss of jobs; due to
COVID regulations.....

Cowboy

EVERY SECOND I see something new that proves COVID-19 messed up our
economy more than anything or anybody could have changed in our daily
lives and workplace environment......
EVERY THOUGHT I wonder is this economic civil war or just a way to prey
on the weak minded......
EVERY FEELING I remember the homeless friends I've lost at this time of
the year; and wonder 719? CAN we do better?
EVERY YEAR we celebrate the BIRTH OF CHRIST; this same time of year we
give presents to the ones we love and go to church to celebrate his birth;
and the ones we lost and loved; 719.......
EVERY FAMILY deserves love; direction; and peace of mind knowing its
community CARES; and comes together in times of need........
SO this CHRIST......mas...........may the birth of life; family; and community
fill your hearts with love and joy; and remember I will have a drink with all
the memorable people of our community; they may have been homeless;
but they all had heart and were a part of our community; and they ALL
lived the same lifestyle.....
719 they too were HOMELESS.....
Just like JESUS>>>>R.I.P. lanny; raven; cynthia;
The list goes on and on; MERRY CHRISTMAS to all;
p.s.
I enjoyed every day of bell-ringing this year again......... aaand reaally
missed it during COVID.....I'm so glad to see the 719 getting back to
normal..........

MERRY CHRISTMAS 719...AND HAPPY NEW YEAR!

Keeping it Real - 719...with COWBOY

RESOURCE GUIDE
Meals
Church of the Lord of Glory

502 N. Walnut St.
(719) 447-5009
Sun. Breakfast 9:00 a.m.

Marian House

14 W. Bijou St.
(719) 475-7314
Daily 10:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Project Angel Heart

1625 W. Uintah St., Suite 1
(719) 323-0084
Delivers meals to those with chronic
illness.

Salvation Army
908 Yuma St.
(719) 635-1287
Daily, $2.00 fee
Lunch 11:30 - 1:00
Dinner 5:30 - 6:00

Sanctuary Church

1930 W. Colorado Ave.
(719) 634-7232
Daily 10:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Springs Rescue Mission

New Promise
1647 S. Nevada Ave.
(719) 358-6220
Low barrier emergency shelter for families with children under the age of 18.

Partners in Housing

455 Gold Pass Hts.
(719) 473-8890
Transitional housing program for
families.

Rocky Mountain Human
Services

17 S. Weber St.
(719) 323-2600
Homes for all veterans, life skills, and
support.

Salvation Army
(RJ Montgomery)

709 S. Sierra Madre St.
(719) 578-9190
Shelter for families, men, & women.

Springs Rescue Mission
5 W. Las Vegas St
(719) 632-1822
Shelter for men and women.

5 W. Las Vegas St.
(719) 632-1822
Daily Breakfast 8 - 9 a.m.
Daily Sack Lunch 11:15 - 11:30 a.m.
Daily Dinner 4 - 5 p.m.

TESSA

Shelter/Housing

The Place

Crawford House

415 S. Weber St.
(719) 477-1639
Emergency shelter for veterans
receiving mental health services
through the Veterans Administration.

Family Life Services

1880 S. Cascade Ave.
(719) 632-4661
Transitional housing for mothers and
children.

Family Promise

519 N. Tejon St.
Transitional housing for families

435 Gold Pass Hts.
(719) 633-3819
Emergency shelter - domestic abuse.
423 E. Cucharras St.
(719) 205-7129
Shelter for people ages 15 - 20.

Medical
El Paso County Public Health

1675 W. Garden of the Gods Rd.,
Suite 2044
(719) 578-3199
Immunizations, STD testing, and family
medical care.

Mission Medical

2125 E. LaSalle St.
(719) 219-3402
Medical, dental, vision, behavioral, and
diabetes care.

The Pikes Peak Little Free Pantry
516 W. Pikes Peak Avenue

Give What You Can - Take What You Need

Legacy Wesleyan Church
"More Than A Meal"

3649 Michigan Avenue
(719) 301-5411
Transitional housing for mothers and
children.

Give What You Can - Take What You Need

500 W. Bijou St.
(719) 635-1057
Wed. and Sun. 3:00 p.m.

Mary’s Home

Medical Continued Crisis Centers
Peak Vista

(719) 632-5700
117 W Rio Grande St. (Same block as RJ
Montgomery Salvation Army Shelter.)
Other clinics are located throughout Colorado Springs.
Medical, dental, and behavioral health
care. Call number for more information.

SET Family Health Clinic

2864 S. Circle Dr., Suite 450.
(719) 776-8850

SET Homeless Health Clinic

14 W Bijou St. Marian House
(719) 866-6432

Diversus Health (Formerly
Aspen Pointe)
115 South Parkside Dr.
(719) 635-7000
24-hour crisis center.

Cedar Springs Hospital

2135 Southgate Rd.
(719) 633-4114
24-hour crisis center and inpatient
hospital.

TESSA

435 Gold Pass Hts.
(719) 633-3819
Crisis support - For victims of domestic abuse.

Westside CARES

2808 W. Colorado Ave.
(719) 389-0759

Suicide
Hotline
(844) 493-8255 or
text 38255
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Friends and Family
We Are Asking
For Your Help
...To Keep

THE ECHO Alive!

(A Donation of Any Amount Is Appreciated)

https://www.thespringsecho.com

The
PERK
DOWNTOWN

The
PERK
DOWNTOWN

Catholic
Charities

of Central Colorado
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Sacred
Heart
Catholic
Church

602 S. Nevada Ave., Colorado Springs, CO 80903

Open Every Day From 7 a.m. - 7 p.m.

